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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Preamble
Three dimensional models are important for the simulation of electrical machines
when a two dimensional approximation assuming translatory symmetry is not suf-
ﬁcient, e.g. for disk-type electrical machines with a length similar or shorter than
the diameter. In order to design an electromagnetic device it is necessary to accu-
rately calculate the ﬁeld quantities inside the magnetic circuit and especially in the
machine’s air-gap.
An actuator is a mechanism that causes a device to be turned on or oﬀ, to be adjusted
or to be moved. Motors are mostly used when circular motion is needed, but can
also be used for linear applications by transforming circular to linear motion with
a bolt and screw transducer. Every cylindrical motor type can be built for linear
motion as well. The eﬃciency, however, depends on the relative importance of the
end eﬀects. On the other hand, some actuators are intrinsically linear, such as the
piezoelectric actuators.
Generally, there are three major steps when analyzing an electromagnetic device:
- pre-processing (here the problem is deﬁned and is prepared to be solved);
- processing (this step delivers the numerical solution of the problem);
- post-processing (the obtained solution is used to calculate the required ﬁeld quan-
tities, forces, energies etc).
These three steps are typically for each analysis procedure, which can be:
- analytical;
- semi-analytical and
- numerical.
For deﬁning a ﬁeld problem there are some important data that always have to
be provided: geometry of the model, material properties, boundary conditions and
excitations.
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The air gap is of a big importance for motors, contactors or actuators because a
large fraction of magnetic energy is stored in the air-gap. For these devices the ﬁeld
quantities (ﬁeld strength and ﬂux density) have to be calculated very accurately in
the air gap in order to quantify its operational behavior in a reliable way.
Actuators and motors conventionally have a ﬁxed and a mobile part (e.g. stator
and rotor - for rotating electrical machines). Magnetic models will have to consider
the relative displacement of the mobile part with respect to the ﬁxed part for which
two methods can be distinguished. The ﬁrst method is based on the remeshing of
one part of the model, if not the whole model, and therefore requires additional
CPU time for mesh generation. The remeshing yields diﬀerent mesh conﬁguration
thus that for coarse mesh will induce discretization errors that are high enough to
aﬀect the calculation’s result. The second method consist of splitting the calculation
domain into two parts (e.g. mobile and ﬁxed part) and connecting the two models
at the interface. The interface has to be a straight plane or a circular interface in
order to make the translational or the rotational motion possible. If the coupling
surface is not respecting the above condition, the ﬁrst method must be used.
Coupling of two meshed domains can be done with the following techniques:
- sliding surfaces;
- moving band techniques;
- air-gap element technique;
- band interpolation technique etc.
For a sliding surface technique, the two coupling parts are not necessarily matching
at the common interface. This technique usually requires a projection to be applied
for the generated stiﬀness matrices of the two independent meshes [1]. In the case of
the classical moving-band technique, the ’moving band’ is a layer of elements that
are distorted during the motion [2]. One side of this layer is stationary and the other
belongs to the moving part. During the movement, the shapes of the elements in
the band change and signiﬁcant distortions of the elements appear. To avoid this,
the moving part is remeshed for each new position [2]. The remeshing is however
responsible for the torque ripple [3].
The Finite Integration Technique (FIT), presented by Weiland [4], [5], [6] was de-
veloped in 1977. Now, a large variety of 2D and 3D ﬁeld problems can be solved
by computer programs based on this approach: electrostatics and magnetostatics,
stationary current and low-frequency ﬁeld, transient ﬁelds of antennas and waveg-
uide transitions, human model etc. The FIT transforms the continuous Maxwell’s
equations in their integral form and the constitutive material relations into a set
of matrix equations. The Maxwell-Grid-Equations represent the discrete equations,
presented as an analogy to the continuous case.
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1.2 Overview
This work investigates diﬀerent methods of coupling two non-matching meshes of
two diﬀerent 3D models at an interface, in case of rotation or translation. In the
ﬁrst chapter, Maxwell’s equations are projected from the continuous into a discrete
space and the electromagnetic ﬁeld is described for both Cartesian and circular
coordinates.
The ﬁrst simulated model is a rotating machine discretised by a circular mesh. Three
coupling techniques are investigated. The results are compared in Chapter 3. The
convergence for all three interpolation techniques is studied by comparing to an
analytical model.
In the second part a linear actuator is discretised by a cartesian mesh and then
simulated. Two techniques of calculating the forces are studied. The results are
presented in the Chapter 4.
A transient simulation approach is developed in Chapter 5. The linear actuator is
made from linear iron. In the ﬁrst step a mechanical equation is simulated, with and
without damping. Afterwards, the moving armature of the actuator is considered
to be conductive, and the eddy currents eﬀects are considered.
The next chapter presents an example of a linear permanent magnet ﬂux-switching
machine [7]. The iron used for this example is a non-linear material. In order
to maintain a good convergence speed, a uni-directional Newton method is imple-
mented. Two diﬀerent teeth conﬁgurations of the ﬁxed and the moving armature
are investigated
The thesis is concluded with a summary in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
FIT in Cartesian and Circular
Coordinates
Although Maxwell’s equations were formulated more than 13 decades ago, the subject
of Electricity and Magnetism is in continuous development. The Finite Integration
Technique (FIT) is an algorithm which maps the continuous Maxwell’s equations
into a discrete framework.
2.1 Maxwell’s Field Equations
In the 7th Century BC, the Greek philosopher Thales of Miletus knew the fact that
a piece of amber acquires the power to attract light objects when rubbed. But
the ﬁrst scientiﬁc study of electrical and magnetic phenomena did not appear un-
til the years 1600, when the researches of the English physician William Gilbert
discovers that the Earth is a giant magnet and explains how compasses work (”De
Magnete”). Benjamin Franklin spent much time in electrical research. His famous
kite experiment proved that the atmospheric electricity that causes the phenomena
of lightning and thunder is identical with the electrostatic charge on a Leyden jar.
Franklin developed a theory that electricity is a single ”ﬂuid” existing in all matter,
and that its eﬀects can be explained by excesses and shortages of this ”electrical
ﬂuid”. The law that the force between two charges is proportional to their prod-
uct divided by the separation distance r squared was proved experimentally by the
British chemist Joseph Priestly about 1766. Priestly also demonstrated that an
electric charge distributes itself uniformly over the surface of a hollow metal sphere,
and that no charge and no electric ﬁeld of force exists within such a sphere. Charles
Augustin de Coulomb invented a torsion balance to verify that the electric force
law is inverse square. With this apparatus he conﬁrmed Priestly’s observations and
showed that the force between two charges is also proportional to the product of
the individual charges. The Italian physicist Alessandro Volta conducted the ﬁrst
important experiments in electrical currents. He discovers that electricity from two
5
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diﬀerent metals causes frog legs to twitch and, in 1800, ﬁnds chemistry acting on two
dissimilar metals separated by wet carbon (Voltaic pile). The fact that a magnetic
ﬁeld exists around an electric current ﬂow was demonstrated by the Danish scientist
Hans Christian Oersted in 1820, when discovers that electric current in a wire causes
a compass needle to orient itself perpendicular to the wire. Andre´ Marie Ampe`re, in
Paris, shows that wires carrying opposite currents attract. In 1831, at Royal Society
in London, Michael Faraday develops idea of electric ﬁeld and studies the eﬀect of
currents on magnets and magnets inducing electric currents and in the next year,
Joseph Henry discovers induced currents. Faraday, who made many contributions
to the study of electricity in the early 19th century, was also responsible for the
theory of electric lines of force. About 1841, James Prescott Joule demonstrated
that electric circuits obey the law of the conservation of energy and that electric-
ity is a form of energy. An important contribution to the study of electricity in
the 19th century was the work of the Scottish physicist and mathematician James
Clerk Maxwell. He publishes ”Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism” in which he
summarizes and synthesizes the discoveries of Coulomb, Oersted, Ampe`re, Faraday,
et. al. in four mathematical equations. He puts the theory of electromagnetism
on mathematical basis in 1873. Maxwell’s equations are used today as the basis of
electromagnetic theory. Maxwell makes a prediction about the connections of mag-
netism and electricity leading directly to the prediction of electromagnetic waves.
In 1884 the German physicist Heinrich Rudolf Hertz shows Maxwell was correct and
generates and detects electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere. The electron the-
ory, which is the basis of modern electrical theory was ﬁrst advanced by the Dutch
physicist Henrik Antoon Lorentz in 1892. The charge on the electron was ﬁrst accu-
rately measured by the American physicist Robert Andrews Millikan in 1909. The
widespread use of electricity as a source of power is largely due to the work of such
pioneering American engineers and inventors as Thomas Alva Edison, Nikola Tesla
etc [8].
The results of the experiments regarding the nature of electricity have been formu-
lated by Maxwell as laws [9]:
”Law I. The total electriﬁcation of a body, or a system of bodies, remains always
the same, except in so far as it receives electriﬁcation from or gives electriﬁcation
to other bodies.
Law II. When one body electriﬁes by another by conduction, the total electriﬁcation
of the two bodies remains the same; that is, the one loses as much positive or gains
as much negative electriﬁcation as the other gains of positive or loses of negative
electriﬁcation.
Law II. When electriﬁcation is produced by friction, or by any other known method,
equal quantities of positive and negative electriﬁcation are produced.
Law IV. The repulsion between two small bodies charged respectively with e and e′
units of electricity is numerically equal to the product of the charges divided by the
square of the distance.”
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Maxwell’s laws have been expressed in many forms [10]-[14]. Here, the integral
forms are written in terms of magnetic ﬁeld strength H 1, electric ﬁeld strength E,
magnetic ﬂux density B and electric ﬂux density D:∮
∂A
H · ds =
∫∫
A
( J +
∂ D
∂t
) · d A ; (2.1)
∮
∂A
E · ds = − ∂
∂t
∫∫
A
B · d A ; (2.2)
©
∫∫
∂V
B · d A = 0 ; (2.3)
©
∫∫
∂V
D · d A =
∫∫∫
V
ρ dV , (2.4)
for all areas A and volumes V of the space R3, where ρ is the charge density. The
electric current density J can be expressed as a sum of:
J = Je + Jk + Jl , (2.5)
where Je is the external imposed current density, Jk is the conduction current density
(present in materials with electric conductivity) and Jl is the convection current
density (e.g. caused by the expansion of a liquid, solid or gas as its temperature
rises).
When suitable boundary conditions are present, the previous equations can be writ-
ten in diﬀerential form:
rot H = J +
∂ D
∂t
; (2.6)
rotE = −∂
B
∂t
; (2.7)
div B = 0 ; (2.8)
div D = ρ . (2.9)
These equations describe the evolution of all electromagnetic quantities as a function
of time.
Instead of working with these four coupled partial-diﬀerential vector equations, it
is possible to introduce two auxiliary functions known as potentials (one scalar: V ,
and one vectorial: A) in terms of which E and B can be expressed:
B = rot A ; (2.10)
E = −∂
A
∂t
− grad V . (2.11)
1An index of the symbols is given in Appendix B.
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A potential formulation has advantages in an electromagnetic formulation: the sub-
stitution of one potential in a set of partial diﬀerential equations discards one of the
equations [15].
These four Maxwell equations are accomplished by material properties. In linear,
isotropic and non-dispersive materials, the constitutive relations have the following
form:
D = ε E = ε0 E + P , (2.12)
B = µ H = µ0( H + M) = µ0 H + JM , (2.13)
J = κE , (2.14)
where the scalar parameters ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and the permeability of the
free space respectively and κ is the conductivity of the material. Permanent magnets
are materials in which the magnetic dipole momenta in the small subdomains of the
crystalline material cause a residual magnetic polarization JM , even in absence of
an external magnetic ﬁeld [16].
When the above conditions remain, but the materials are anisotropic, the three
scalar parameters are characterized by the tensors ε and µ [17]:
D = ε E + P , (2.15)
B = µ H + µ0 M , (2.16)
P and M are electric polarization and magnetization of the medium, with the equal-
ity:
P = ε0χe E + Pr , (2.17)
M = χm H + Mr . (2.18)
The component Pr represents the permanent polarization (e.g. from electrets =
materials capable of storing oriented dipoles or an electric surplus of charge) and
Mr is the permanent magnetization (e.g. from permanent magnets), whereas χe and
χm are the tensorial electric and magnetic susceptibility respectively.
The phenomenon of induced magnetization is almost insigniﬁcant in all substances
except iron, nickel and cobalt [9]. In the following, the magnetic behavior of iron
will be explained. The way in which the value of µ depends on H is the same for
all kinds of iron: for small forces, µ is a constant, for larger forces, µ increases until
it reaches a maximum, and ﬁnally, it decreases in such a way that it ultimately
reaches a saturation value. Considering an unmagnetized sample of ferromagnetic
material, the magnetic intensity, initially zero, is increased monotonically and the
obtained curve will look like the ﬁrst magnetization curve of Fig. 2.1. If the magnetic
intensity H is decreased, the B− H relationship does not follow back the curve. The
magnetization, once established, does not disappear together with the removal of
H . Instead, a reversed magnetic intensity is needed to reduce the magnetization to
zero. Finally, when H increases again, the B− H curve is entirely diﬀerent from the
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Hysteretic
magnetization
curve
Saturation
0
B
Br
Hc
H
Figure 2.1: Typical hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material (B = Br is the re-
manent working point, whereas H = Hc is the coercitive working point).
decreasing one. This phenomenon is called hysteresis. Br is known as remanence
and the magnitude of Hc is called the coercivity of the material. The shape of the
hysteresis loop depend both on the nature of the ferromagnetic material and on the
maximum value of H . However, once this H produced saturation in the material,
the hysteresis loop does not change shape with increasing value of H [18].
In the context of electrical machines, mainly ﬁelds varying slowly with time have to
be considered. The rate of change is typically from 50 Hz until several kHz. In this
case, the rate of change of the dielectric ﬂux density D with time in the Ampe`re
Eq. (2.6) can be neglected with respect to the electric current [16] and the equation
becomes:
rot H = J. (2.19)
The magnetoquasistatic approximation is used for slowly-varying electromagnetic
ﬁeld problems if the electric displacement current is negligible in Maxwell’s equa-
tions:
max
∥∥∥∥∥∂ D∂t
∥∥∥∥∥ max ‖κE + JE‖ . (2.20)
Therefore, the resulting system of Eq. (2.6) - (2.9) becomes:
rot H = J ; (2.21)
rot E = −∂
B
∂t
; (2.22)
div B = 0 . (2.23)
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2.2 Finite Integration Technique
All known macroscopic electromagnetic phenomena can be explained by the
Maxwellian equations. The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) consistently trans-
forms the integral form of Maxwell’s equations into a set of sparse matrix equations.
The FIT2 was developed in 1977 [4], [5], [6], and later was completed to a generalized
scheme for the solution of electromagnetic problems in discrete space allowing the
consideration of arbitrary geometries and the solution in both frequency and time
domain.
2.2.1 Field Discretization
In FIT, Maxwell’s equations and the constitutive relations are mapped onto a dual-
orthogonal, staggered grid system {G, G˜}. The grid G is simply connected and is
contained in R3. A spatial discretization is given by the decomposition of G into
a ﬁnite number of non-empty volumes V (Fig. 2.2). In this thesis, only three-
dimensional grids are considered.
G
u
v
w
u1
v1 w1
uI
vJ
wK
P (i, j, k)
V (i, j, k)
Lu(i, j + 1, k)
Lu(i, j, k)
Lv(i, j, k)
Lv(i + 1, j, k)
Au(i + 1, j, k)
Figure 2.2: Example of a non-equidistant primary grid cell G in Cartesian coordi-
nates.
The nodes of the volumes V (i, j, k) are enumerated along the grid coordinates u, v, w
by P (i, j, k), where 1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J and 1 ≤ k ≤ K, with total number of
nodes Np = I · J ·K. All nodes of G are numbered canonically by
n = i + (j − 1) I + (k − 1) IJ . (2.24)
The grid areas Au(i, j, k), Av(i, j, k) and Aw(i, j, k) are deﬁned as intersections of 2
volumes, whereas the grid edges Lu(i, j, k), Lv(i, j, k) and Lw(i, j, k) are deﬁned as
2An index of the general abbreviations can be found in Appendix A.
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intersection of 2 areas, depending on whether their orientations are in the u, v or w
direction. Edges and facets have an initial orientation, pointing into the direction
of the respective grid coordinates towards higher indices.
The dual grid G˜ has the same volume as G and the same borders, and is deﬁned
such that each point P˜ (i, j, k) of G˜ is located exactly in the center of one volume
V (i, j, k) of G, and vice versa, each P (i, j, k) is located inside V˜ (i, j, k) of G˜.
In the following relations, all u-components are numerated by n, the v-components
by n + Np and the w-components by n + 2Np.
The computational domain G comprises the part of space where the relevant elec-
tromagnetic ﬁelds are existing. An exact representation of Maxwell’s equations is
possible within the following Maxwell-Grid-Equations using integrated ﬁelds as state
variables rather than the ﬁeld components at individual points in space.
The unknown components of the magnetic ﬂux density are put into a vector of
dimension 3Np = 3 (I · J ·K). A grid voltage is deﬁned along an edge and a ﬂux
quantity is integrated over an area in the {G, G˜} doublet (Fig. 2.3), as following:
- on the primary grid G:
e(i, j, k) =
∫
L(i,j,k)
E · ds ; (2.25)

b(i, j, k) =
∫
A(i,j,k)
B · d A ; (2.26)
G
G˜
u
v
w
P (i, j, k)
eu(i, j, k)
ev(i, j, k)
ew(i + 1, j, k)

bu(i, j, k)

bw(i, j, k)

bv(i, j + 1, k)
Figure 2.3: Spatial allocation of electric and magnetic ﬁeld values on the staggered
grid doublet {G, G˜} in Cartesian coordinates.
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- and on the dual grid G˜:

h(i, j, k) =
∫
L˜(i,j,k)
H · ds ; (2.27)

j (i, j, k) =
∫
A˜(i,j,k)
J · d A . (2.28)
The bows above the symbols represent the dimension of the domain on which the
physical quantity is integrated:  for integration on edges / curves (e.g. e), and 
for integration on surfaces (e.g.

b).
As a consequence of the mimetic nature of FIT, corresponding discrete topological
operators: curl, divergence and gradient exists, as well as discrete material operators
are used. The Maxwellian equations are transformed into a set of matrix equations,
each of which is the discrete analogue to one of the original Maxwellian equations.
The collection of the discretised Maxwellian equations is referred to as the set of
Maxwell-Grid-Equations (MGE).
In order to construct the diﬀerential operators, a basic topological operator is in-
troduced. The discrete partial diﬀerential operators Pu, Pv and Pw are two-banded
matrices, taking only -1, 0 and +1 elements:
[Pu]i,j :=
⎧⎨⎩
−1 : for j = i
+1 : for j = i + 1
0 : otherwise
; (2.29)
[Pv]i,j :=
⎧⎨⎩
−1 : for j = i
+1 : for j = i + I
0 : otherwise
; (2.30)
[Pw]i,j :=
⎧⎨⎩
−1 : for j = i
+1 : for j = i + I · J
0 : otherwise
. (2.31)
The topological matrices C and C˜ are discrete analogies to the curl operator deﬁned
at the primary and at the dual grid respectively [19]:
C =
⎡⎣ 0 −Pw PvPw 0 −Pu
−Pv Pu 0
⎤⎦ . (2.32)
The predeﬁned duality of the grid pair {G, G˜} results in the equality [20]:
C = C˜T . (2.33)
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Applying this, the ﬁrst two Maxwellian Eq. (2.6) and (2.7) are given in their discrete
form by:
C˜

h =

j ; (2.34)
Ce = − d
dt

b . (2.35)
The divergence S and the gradient operator G are also of purely topological nature
and have entries in {−1, 0,+1} (see Eq. (2.29) - (2.31)), having the following form
and properties:
S =
[
Pu Pv Pw
]
, (2.36)
S˜ =
[
P˜u P˜v P˜w
]
=
[ −P Tu −P Tv −P Tw ] , (2.37)
G =
⎡⎣ PuPv
Pw
⎤⎦ = −S˜T. (2.38)
The analytical and algebraic properties resulting from the previous equations, valid
for primary and dual grids ([20],[6] and [21]), are:
CS˜T = 0 , C˜ST = 0 ↔ curl grad · ≡ 0 ; (2.39)
SC = 0 , S˜C˜ = 0 ↔ div curl · ≡ 0 . (2.40)
The above equalities can be translated as:
- irrotational ﬁelds have zero curl everywhere and
- solenoidal ﬁelds have identically zero divergence everywhere.
Maxwell’s Eq. (2.8) can now be rewritten in discrete form:
S

b = 0 . (2.41)
2.2.2 Cartesian Material Matrices
The approximation of the Finite Integration Method appears in fact when the inte-
grated voltage and ﬂux variables allocated at two diﬀerent grids have to be related
to each other by the constitutive material relations. In case of a dual orthogonal
grid, the directions associated to the facet and to the dual edge penetrating the
associated facet, are identical.
The lengths of the integration paths along on the edges are collected in a diagonal
matrix DS. The cross-sectional areas of the primary facets are gathered in the
diagonal matrix DA.
DS = diag(∆u1, ...,∆uN,∆v1, ...,∆vN,∆w1, ...,∆wN) ; (2.42)
DA = diag(∆Au1, ...,∆AuN,∆Av1, ...,∆AvN,∆Aw1, ...,∆AwN) . (2.43)
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G
G˜
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v
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Pn Ln
L˜n
A˜n
ε1 ε2
µ1 µ2
κ1 κ2
P˜nP˜n−Mv
Figure 2.4: Material averaging for the construction of the material matrices. Aver-
aging over a dual facet A˜n for the derivation of Mε, Mκ and Mµ.
Similarly, D˜S and D˜A are the discrete analogues of the
∫
ds and
∫
d A operator at
the dual grid.
The continuous constitutive relations are discretised by:
D = ε E =⇒ d = Mεe , (2.44)
J = κE =⇒ j = Mκe , (2.45)
H = ν B =⇒ h = Mν

b , (2.46)
where the permanent electric and magnetic polarizations are neglected here for rea-
sons of conciseness.
The integral state variables have to be transformed into their corresponding average
ﬁeld quantities before applying the material relation. The material coeﬃcients are
averaged over the simplices at which the corresponding ﬁeld quantities are deﬁned
[23]:
εi =
∫
A˜i
εni · d A
| A˜i |
; (2.47)
κi =
∫
A˜i
κni · d A
| A˜i |
; (2.48)
νi =
∫
Ai
νni · d A
| Ai | ; (2.49)
in case of an averaging technique over grid surfaces.
In the above relations (2.44) - (2.46), Mε, Mκ and Mν are the material matrices
representing the discrete permittivity, conductivity and reluctivity matrices, respec-
tively.
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The relation between the reluctivity and permeability matrices is Mν = M
−1
µ , and
the material matrices are composed as:
Mε = D˜ADεD
−1
S ; (2.50)
Mκ = D˜ADκD
−1
S ; (2.51)
Mν = D˜SDνD
−1
A ; (2.52)
Mµ = DADµD˜
−1
S ; (2.53)
where the material parameters are averaged over the dual grid facets for the per-
mittivity and the conductivity and over the dual edges for the permeability and
reluctivity (Eq. (2.47) - (2.49)):
Dε = diag{εi}i : A˜i∈G˜ ; (2.54)
Dκ = diag{κi}i : A˜i∈G˜ ; (2.55)
Dν = diag{νi}i : Ai∈G ; (2.56)
Dµ = diag{µi}i : Ai∈G . (2.57)
For isotropic materials, the material matrices are diagonal, and because the primary
and the dual grid intersect each other orthogonally, the above relations represent a
one-to-one relation between the integrated state quantities.
G˜
C˜
S˜G
C
S
0
0, qV
e

h

b

j ,

d
Mε,Mκ
Mε−1,Mρ
Mν
Mµ
Ψ
Figure 2.5: The generic form of the Tonti diagram (signs and time derivative are
not indicated).
The relations between the elements on the primary grid and on the dual grid are
illustrated very simple in the Tonti diagram [24] (Fig. 2.5).
Two models are distinguished for storing discrete ﬁeld vector in the memory of
a computer: splitted mode and interlaced mode (Fig. 2.6). The FIT elements
are stored in splitted mode (software packages: MAFIA, EM Studio, Matlab etc),
whereas interlaced vectors are used in the in-house software package DIDO.
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splitted interlaced
x
x
y
y
z
z
...
all x-comp.
all y-comp.
all z-comp.
Figure 2.6: Types of storing the elements in a vector.
The interlaced mode is advantageous if a distributed calculation on more processors
is intended, because it allows partitioning of the matrices that contains all three
components. The splitted modes reduces the necessity of reordering the equations
in case of a SSOR preconditioner.
2.2.3 Circular Material Matrices
In this subsection, the implementation of the discrete Maxwellian equation for cir-
cular coordinates is presented. The construction of the circular grid is carried out
similarly as for the Cartesian grid, deﬁned on a dual orthogonal doublet {G, G˜}.
G
r
φ z
r1
ϕ1 z1
ri
ϕj
zk
rI
ϕJ
zK
Figure 2.7: Three dimensional indexing of the primary grid in circular coordinates.
The numbering of the nodes P (i, j, k) for the primary grid is made along the grid
coordinates r, ϕ, z (see Eq. 2.24): n = i + (j − 1) I + (k − 1) IJ , with 1 ≤ i ≤ I,
1 ≤ j ≤ J and 1 ≤ k ≤ K and the total number of nodes is Np = I · J · K. The
grid points are deﬁned as intersections of the primary edges Lr(i, j, k), Lϕ(i, j, k),
Lz(i, j, k). For the circular case, the Lϕ(i, j, k) edge is a circle arch, while in the
other two directions, the edges are straight lines.
The primary edges are deﬁned as intersections of the primary surfaces: Ar(i, j, k),
Aϕ(i, j, k), Az(i, j, k). As can be seen in Fig. 2.7, the surface Aϕ(i, j, k) is a circular
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∆˜ϕ(i, j + 1, k)
∆˜ϕ(i + 1, j, k)
∆˜ϕ(i + 1, j + 1, k)
Figure 2.8: 2D indexing of the edges on a dual grid doublet {G, G˜} in circular
coordinates.
surface. The edges corresponding to the node P (i, j, k) are situated in the right part
of the node (pointing towards higher indices of the direction of the grid coordinates).
Considering the orientation, the intersection of two primary volumes V (i, j, k) gives
the surfaces Ar, Aϕ or Az.
The dual grid G˜ has the same volume and the same borders as the primary grid
G, each point P (r, ϕ, z) is included in the G˜’s volume and reciprocal, each point
P˜ (r, ϕ, z) is located inside the volume of G, exactly in the center point of the primary
volume.
The dual edges L˜r(i, j, k), L˜ϕ(i, j, k), L˜z(i, j, k) and respectively the dual areas
A˜r(i, j, k), A˜ϕ(i, j, k), A˜z(i, j, k) corresponding to the dual point P˜ (i, j, k) ﬁnd them-
selves in the left side of the point (Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.8).
Faraday’s law in integral form reads for the area of the primary facet Az(i, j, k):
er(i, j, k) +
eϕ(i + 1, j, k)− er(i, j + 1, k)− eϕ(i, j, k) = − d
dt

bz(i, j, k) . (2.58)
The equations reﬂect the same topology as for the Cartesian case. The discrete
diﬀerential operators deﬁned for the Cartesian grid remain: C - curl (2.32), S -
divergence (2.36) and G - gradient (2.38) at the primary grid and C˜, S˜ and G˜ at
the dual grid.
2.2.4 Degenerated Boundaries in the Circular Case
For circular grids, there are two cases that necessitate special treatment:
- the radius-zero plane and
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P (1, j, k) P (i, j, k) P (i + 1, j, k)
P (i, j + 1, k)
P (i + 1, j + 1, k)
Az(i, j, k)
er(i, j, k)
eϕ(i, j, k)
eϕ(i + 1, j, k)
bz(i, j, k)
Figure 2.9: Spatial allocation of electric ﬁeld values on the dual grid doublet {G, G˜}
in circular coordinates.
- the ϕmin / ϕmax planes.
In the case where the model discretised in circular coordinate is touching the radius
r = 0, some topological anomalies occur, as the primary grid points P (1, j, k) with
1 ≤ j ≤ J have the same spatial position. Also, the primary edges at r = 0 in the
z-direction coincide. Moreover, the primary facets at r = 0 vanish.
The magnetoquasistatic model using the magnetic vector potential (2.10) is solved
in FIT for a circular grid, with the unknowns ar,
aϕ and
az deﬁned at the primary
grid edges.
a) b)
r
r
φ
φ
z
z
aϕ = 0
aϕ = 0
aslv
amst
ϕmin
ϕmax
Figure 2.10: The radius zero case is a topological anomaly. The r = 0 plane is
reduced to a line in the center of the cylinder.
The circular grid edges for i = 1 (r = 0) from Fig. 2.10 a) form a topological plane
as depicted in Fig. 2.10 b). The canonical index deﬁned in (2.24) addresses all
components separately although geometrically the indexing should be restricted to
a single line. The degeneration of the topology is introduced by additional constrains
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to the degrees of freedom deﬁned at the circular grid. The ϕ components of the a
for this plane are constrained to be zero:
aϕ(i, j, k) = 0 : for i = 1 . (2.59)
The magnetic vector potentials z components az have the same value if they have the
same z position and are therefore constrained to the value of a single representator:
az(1, 1, k) =
az(1, 2, k) =
az(1, j, k) : for 1 ≤ k ≤ K . (2.60)
This equality is enforced by choosing a master edge (e.g. j = 1) and coupling the
rest of the edges with the same z position as slaves to the master edge (’ﬂoating
vector potential BCs’) (Fig. 2.10 b)):
amst =
az(1, j, k) : for j = 1 ; (2.61)
aslv =
az(1, j, k) : for 2 < j < J . (2.62)
In the next chapter the relation between the master and the slave model parts will
be explained in detail. This relation depends directly on the interface conditions
between both model parts.
The second degenerated plane (Fig. 2.11) appears if an entire circumference is mod-
eled with the FIT grid. Then, the boundary planes in the azimuthal direction for
ϕmin and ϕmax have the same position, and, consequently, should carry the same
degrees of freedom. Similarly with the r = 0 boundary condition, one of the planes
(e.g. ϕmin) is chosen as master plane and the other plane is chosen as slave plane.
The coupling is applied for the components of the magnetic vector potential ar,
az,
which are tangential to the ϕ = ϕmin plane.
ϕmin
ϕmax
r
φ
z
Figure 2.11: The ϕmin / ϕmax planes for a circular model.
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Chapter 3
Rotor - Stator Coupling
Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) are a good technical-economical
solution for medium and low power applications. They are easy to be maintain, do
not require brushes or slipping rings and more or less, keep a constant speed, even
in the case of a voltage dip. Moreover, they oﬀer a safe functioning, without electric
discharges and are therefore applicable in explosive environments [25].
A PMSM has a higher eﬃciency and a higher steady-state torque than common
induction motors. The peak torque is in general limited to 2.5 up to 3.5 times
the rated torque in order to avoid permanent magnet demagnetization. The rotor
temperature is limited to 100 − 150◦C to prevent the degradation of the PM per-
formance. Field weakening operations allows a wide speed range but is limited for
PMSMs by the stator winding losses [26].
3.1 Interface and Boundary Conditions
The simulation of a model with complicated geometries usually requires a high
computational eﬀort. In most cases, simpliﬁcations are needed to obtain models that
are simple enough to be calculated. An important simpliﬁcation is the reduction
of the computational domain, which comes together with the choice of adequate
boundary conditions.
A prescribed value that is enforced on model boundary or inside the model, is called
a boundary condition (BC). One way of classifying the BCs is regarding the energy
preservation. As energy conserving BC, we diﬀerentiate 2 types:
1) electric BCs, which, in case of magnetoquasistatics, correspond to a vanishing of
the normal component of the magnetic ﬂux density at the boundary: Bn = 0 and
2) magnetic BCs, which force the tangential components of the magnetic ﬁeld
strength on the boundary to disappear, i.e. Ht = 0, and correspond to a per-
fectly permeable material wall (i.e. µ→∞).
An open boundary condition is energy dissipative and belongs to the class of bound-
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ary condition that are applied when the computational domain does not extend far
enough to include all ﬁelds eﬀects relevant.
The unknowns at a boundary where two (or more) parts of an entire model are
coupled (e.g. the stator and the rotor of an electrical machine), are related to each
other by interface conditions.
The types of BCs or interface conditions depend on the choice of the potential. In the
theory of boundary value problem, the Poisson equation serves as standard example.
The treatment of the BCs is easily extended to the magnetic vector potential (MVP)
formulation used in this thesis on a computational domain Γ.
We classify the unknowns in:
1) Imposed potential value - Dirichlet BC:
A = g1 at the boundary ∂Γ, (3.1)
where g1 is a known function.
For the magnetostatic case, the homogeneous Dirichlet BC reads: At = 0, where ’t’
indicates the tangential components. Because B = ∇×A, the normal component
Bn of the magnetic ﬂux density vanishes, meaning that this boundary resembles a
ﬂux wall.
2) Unknown potential value, but prescribed derivative - Neumann BC:
−µ∂A
∂n
= f at the boundary ∂Γ, (3.2)
with f a known function and µ a material constant. The boundary values may
depend on x, y, z and time t. The homogeneous Neumann conditions for f = 0 can
be used for magnetic symmetries and for boundaries with high permeable materials.
a)
b)
n1
n1
n2
n2
At1
At1
At2
At2
Bn1
Bn1
Bn2
Bn2
Jn1
Jn1
Jn2
Jn2
Γ1
Γ1
Γ2
Γ2
Figure 3.1: Example of a) positive and b) negative periodicity.
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In magnetostatics, (ν∇×A)t = 0 and due to the equality H = ν∇×A, it results
that Ht = 0. A homogeneous Neumann boundary will correspond to a ﬂux gate
that permeates the magnetic ﬂux (see Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1).
3) Mixed boundary condition - Robin BC :
aA + b
∂A
∂n
= J at the boundary ∂Γ, (3.3)
where the ﬂux crossing this border depends on the magnetomotive force, a and b
are linear functions and J is a constant representing the surface current applied at
that border.
Under certain supplementary conditions deﬁned on the boundary ∂Γ, the boundary
value problem has a unique solution [27], [28].
Periodic boundary conditions are introduced to model the periodicity of the model
in one or more directions, giving, depending on the particular geometry, excitations
and boundary conditions, after the case, reﬂective (mirror), rotational or transla-
tional symmetries. Periodic BCs leads to smaller models and therefore considerably
decrease the CPU time and the memory storage necessary for the simulation.
a) b)
c)
Rotor
Stator Winding
′s current path
N
N
S
Figure 3.2: Example of a magnetic ﬁeld in a section of a rotating machine with: a)
no poles - Neumann BC; b) one pole - negative periodic BC; c) two poles - positive
periodic BC.
The periodic ﬁeld distributions are obtained by applying a periodic boundary condi-
tion for the magnetic vector potential A, the electric scalar potential V , the electric
vector potential T or the magnetic scalar potential Ψ [29].
For cylindrical machines, a rotational symmetry is applied between two boundaries
that are of the same shape and are rotated with respect to each other. The ﬁelds at
both surfaces are not independent: one of the surfaces is designated to be master
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boundary, whereas the other is called the slave boundary [30]. The variables uslave
at the slave boundary are expressed in terms of the variables umaster at the master
boundary by:
uslave = γ · umaster . (3.4)
Depending on the sign of γ, we distinguish between positive or negative periodicity
(Fig. 3.1), with the equalities described in Table 3.1.
Dirichlet BCs : At = 0
Bn = 0
Jt = 0
Neumann BCs : An = 0
Ht = 0
Jn = 0
Periodic positive : γ = 1 At1 = At2
B1,n = − B2,n
J1,n = − J2,n
Periodic negative: γ = −1 At1 = − At2
B1,n = B2,n
J1,n = J2,n
Table 3.1: Behavior of ﬁeld values at the boundaries.
3.2 Coupling of Both Model Parts
The stator and the rotor of an electrical machine are discretised by circular grids in
the MAFIA Program (CST Software) [31]. The rotor and the stator are two inde-
pendent models, each having its own mesh. The diﬃculty in modeling the motion
lies in matching the solution of the 2 coupled subdomains. Remeshing all or a part
of the grids during the movement will necessitate a very performant mesh generator,
able to generate a quality mesh in an automatic way. Also, the calculation errors
are not controllable from one displacement to another because the mesh topology
changes intermittently. Another solution is to keep both grids and to apply an in-
terpolation at the interface. In the case of a movement, none of the models will be
remodeled, this technique being less time consuming.
Techniques to couple two model parts are:
- moving band techniques [32];
- sliding surfaces approaches [1];
- air-gap element techniques [33] etc.
The rotation of a rotor of a circularly rotating machine is usually modeled by one
of the ﬁrst two techniques.
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In the moving band approach, the ﬁxed part is associated with the stator and
the moving part with the rotor. Between them an interconnection band is created
(usually this band is entirely situated in the air-gap). The key point is to overcome
hanging nodes. This method is easy to implement if the rotor’s speed is constant.
When the band is divided in regular triangular or tetrahedral, the elements are
distorted due to rotation. If the distortion becomes too large, the band is remeshed
[34], [3].
In case of the sliding-surface technique, common interface is generated inside the
air-gap. The mesh at the interface does not necessarily need to be uniform. The
meshes at both sides of the interface in general do not match. This technique has
the advantage of avoiding the mesh distortion during movement. Depending on the
properties of both grids, there are several possibilities to connect the meshes at the
interface:
- Locked-step interpolation (works only for equidistant and identical grids at the
interface);
- Linear interpolation (matching and non-matching grids);
- Trigonometric interpolation (matching and non-matching grids).
3D sliding-surface techniques are developed in this chapter for a magnetostatic model
of a 6 poles permanent magnet synchronous machine. This sliding-surface technique
can also be applied for time-harmonic and transient simulation and ﬁnite element
models.
The magnetostatic formulation in terms of the magnetic vector potential A reads:
∇× (ν∇×A) = J+∇× (νBr), (3.5)
where J is the current density applied in the stator coils, Br is the remanence of
the permanent magnets and ν is the reluctivity. The partial diﬀerential Eq. (3.5)
is discretised at a circular, dual-orthogonal grid pair {G, G˜}. The discretization by
the FIT reads:
C˜MνC︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
a =

j + C˜Mν

br︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
, (3.6)
where C and C˜ represent the discrete curl matrices at the primary and dual grid
respectively.
3.3 Sliding-surface Interface Conditions as Pro-
jectors
The linear system that has to be solved is:
Ku = f , (3.7)
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where K is a n× n real matrix, u is the vector of unknowns (A for magnetostatics)
and f is the source vector [35]-[38]. The system matrix is built by assembling the
elementary matrices of each (FIT, FEM etc) element. The system is large, sparse,
positive deﬁnite and well conditioned.
A transformation that projects any point in a vector space to a point in a subspace
that is the image of the transformation, is called projection. A projection operator
P on a vector space is a linear transformation that is idempotent and commutative:
P2 = P ; (3.8)
P1P2 = P2P1 . (3.9)
There are both orthogonal and oblique projections. An orthogonal projector has only
0 and 1 as eigenvalues. Any vector of the range ofP is an eigenvector associated with
eigenvalue 1, whereas any vector of the null-space is an eigenvector associated with
the eigenvalue 0. Also, in ﬁnite-dimensional inner product spaces, an orthogonal
projection matrix P satisﬁes the following properties:
PH = P ; (3.10)
‖P‖2 = 1 . (3.11)
The condition (3.10) says that P is a symmetric matrix if all of the entries in P are
real. A projector which is not orthogonal, is oblique.
A projection technique is developed to account for complicated boundary or interface
conditions [39] in the discretised models. Taking into account the relation between
the master and the slave boundary:
uslv = γ umst (3.12)
and unfolding Eq. (3.7) into:⎡⎣ K0,0 K0,mst K0,slvKmst,0 Kmst,mst Kmst,slv
Kslv,0 Kslv,mst Kslv,slv
⎤⎦⎡⎣ u0umst
uslv
⎤⎦+
⎡⎣ 0gmst
gslv
⎤⎦ =
⎡⎣ f0fmst
fslv
⎤⎦ , (3.13)
processing the relations further by eliminating the last column from the K matrix,
multiplying it with γ and adding it to the slave column, the following matrix equation
is obtained:⎡⎣ K0,0 K0,mst + γK0,slv 0Kmst,0 Kmst,mst + γKmst,slv 0
Kslv,0 Kslv,mst + γKslv,slv 0
⎤⎦⎡⎣ u0umst
uslv
⎤⎦+
⎡⎣ 0gmst
gslv
⎤⎦ =
⎡⎣ f0fmst
fslv
⎤⎦ . (3.14)
The unknown vector gmst and gslv represent the magnetic voltage exerted by both
model part upon each other at the interface. As gmst = Jmst and gslv = −Jmst,
where Jmst is the interface surface current, it can be seen that the term vanishes.
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The next step is to eliminate the row corresponding to the slave unknowns from the
new K matrix, by multiplying it with γ, adding it to the row associated with the
master unknowns and replacing the last element of the slave row by the identity
system I:⎡⎣ K0,0 K0,mst + γK0,slv 0Kmst,0 + γKslv,0 Kmst,mst + γKmst,slv + γ(Kslv,mst + γKslv,slv) 0
0 0 I
⎤⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
K˜
⎡⎣ u0umst
uslv
⎤⎦ =
=
⎡⎣ f0fmst + γfslv
0
⎤⎦ . (3.15)
Due to the identity term from the system matrix, the relation between K˜ and K
can be explained by:
K˜ = PTKP− diag(0, 0, I) . (3.16)
On the FIT dual grid {G, G˜}, P applies to the primary edges, whereas PT applies to
the dual facets. The right hand side (RHS) vector from Eq. (3.15) can be obtained
by multiplying the normal RHS with PT :⎛⎝ I 0 00 I γI
0 0 0
⎞⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
PT
⎛⎝ f0fmst
fslv
⎞⎠ =
⎛⎝ f0fmst + γfslv
0
⎞⎠ . (3.17)
This projector P maps a general vector of unknowns u upon a vector Pu that
satisﬁes the interface conditions. Thereby, u0 and umst are mapped without change.
It also can be used the projector
P = I−QHslvQslv +QHslvγQmst , (3.18)
where γ is the periodicity factor, and the operators Qslv and Qmst, called selectors,
select from the total number of unknowns only those that are tangential to the slave
or master interface respectively. The selectors are m × n matrices, with m - the
number of master/slave unknowns and n - the total number of unknowns, satisfying
the property: Q×QH = I.
The values for the magnetic vector potential a at the slave boundary are substracted
(−QHslvQslv) and replaced by values selected from the master boundary (QHslvγQmst).
As a consequence, the projected system in order to account for the interface condi-
tions has to fulﬁll:
PHKPu = PHf . (3.19)
This system is positive semi-deﬁnite when the unconstrained system K is positive
deﬁnite, and when K is symmetric, the projected system is symmetric as well.
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For each interface or boundary condition one projector is applied. For example,
if one interface condition is applied in the air-gap (P1), and another boundary
condition is applied on the periodical part of the model (P2), the equation becomes:
PH1 P
H
2 KP2P1u = P
H
1 P
H
2 f . (3.20)
As a notice, it is very important in which order the projectors are applied in the
equation. The projectors applying is not commutative and is necessary to apply the
primary grid projectors P2P1 in inverse order than the dual grid projector P
H
1 P
H
2 .
3.4 Locked-Step Approach
For reasons of computational eﬃciency, only a part of the machine’s circumference
is modeled. For mesh size reduction, the end windings are not modeled and null
Dirichlet BCs are used for the boundaries in the longitudinal direction.
The locked-step approach is applied in combination with the sliding-surface tech-
nique. In the middle of the air-gap a sliding surface (Γ = Γrt = Γst) with a radius
R is chosen. The surface divides the model in two parts: the extended stator model
contains the stator and the upper half of the air-gap, the extended rotor model
contains the rotor and the lower half of the air gap (Fig. 3.3).
Sliding surface (Γ)
Air − gap
Rotor
Stator
R
Figure 3.3: Sliding-surface technique.
The stator and the rotor model parts are discretised independently, and in general,
the meshes do not match for all positions during the movement. Sometimes even
the number of grid models is diﬀerent for both models. In either of these cases, the
ﬁeld at one of the sides has to be interpolated with respect to the other side.
For the rotating machine the used grids are equidistant in the z-direction. Hence,
only one-dimensional interpolation in the azimuthal direction have to be considered.
Moreover, the number of unknowns at both sides is the same.
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The upper model (e.g. the stator) is designated to be the master model, whereas the
lower model (the rotor) is the slave model. The projector P assigns the values of the
degrees of freedom at the master boundary also to unknowns at the slave boundary.
Only the tangential components of the magnetic vector potential have to be coupled.
At the common interface Γ, the DOFs for the integrated magnetic vector potential
are assigned to edges in the ϕ- and z-direction at several cross-sections perpendicular
to the z-axis.
In the following, ast,p and
art,p represent 2 components of the line-integrated mag-
netic vector potential a, ordered counter-clockwise according to the ϕ-direction, at
the stator and rotor sides of Γ respectively, for the ϕ plane with the number p.
Positive periodic or negative periodic BCs are applied depending whether an even
or an odd number of poles is modeled:
asecond = γ
aﬁrst , (3.21)
where asecond and
aﬁrst are the line-integrated magnetic vector potentials tangential
to the surfaces Γsecond and Γﬁrst (Fig. 3.4), γ = −1 for negative periodic and γ = 1
for positive periodic BCs, and ϕmin and ϕmax are the azimuthal positions of Γﬁrst
and Γsecond respectively.
For the locked-step approach, it is assumed that on both the stator and the rotor
side an identical, homogeneous and equidistant grid is used. The time step can be
chosen such that the movement associated with is always equal with the mesh size
in azimuthal direction. When the rotor moves out of the stator arc, the nodes on
the rotor side are linked to the stator nodes that are a pole pitch away (for one
pole model) and the unknowns from the both sides are related to each other by the
appropriate periodic BCs. Fig. 3.4 is a zoom of such a situation: the two lines at
the interface are geometrically coinciding at the position of the line Γ.
Γsecond
Γﬁrst
ϕmax
ϕmin
periodic BC
periodic BC
Figure 3.4: Example of a rotated rotor and a stand-still stator grid where a locked-
step approach is applied at the interface .
The locked-step approach [40] corresponds to the coupling
art,p = k
[ α
∆ϕ
+0.5]
shift
ast,p , (3.22)
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where α represents the angle of rotation, ∆ϕ is the angle between two adjacent grid
lines and the operator [] takes the integer part of a real number. Both model parts
are meshed such that the meshes match at Γ if α = 0.
The shift operator, kshift (with k ∈ Rm×m) is a Toeplitz matrix with 0, 1 and -1
diagonals. For the example of a matching grid of a machine model with 1 pole and
3 grid lines along the air gap, with a displacement α = 0 the shift operator is:
kshift =
⎡⎣ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎤⎦ . (3.23)
When the same example is equipped with periodic BCs and the slave mesh is rotated
over one grid line in the counter-clockwise direction (situation depicted in Fig. 3.4),
the diagonal of kshift is permuted in the right direction and the sign of the elements
corresponding to the grid parts that have periodic negative BCs is changed:
kpositiveshift =
⎡⎣ 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
⎤⎦ ; knegativeshift =
⎡⎣ 0 1 00 0 1
−1 0 0
⎤⎦ . (3.24)
For the rotation in the clockwise direction, the diagonal is permuted in the left
direction:
kpositiveshift =
⎡⎣ 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
⎤⎦ ; knegativeshift =
⎡⎣ 0 0 −11 0 0
0 1 0
⎤⎦ . (3.25)
It is obvious that the coupling is only exact when α is a multiple of ∆ϕ. In the
other cases, the unknowns at the closest stator and rotor neighboring edges are
coupled to each other. To avoid a non-matching grid at the sliding surface, many
implementations use the locked-step approach only in combination with a time-step
selection procedure such that α(t) = ω(t)∆t, is a multiple of ∆ϕ at every time step
∆t, where ω is the mechanical shift.
3.5 Linear Interpolation
More ﬂexibility is introduced by linearly interpolating the stator unknowns when a
non-matching situation is encountered [41], [42]. It is assumed that an equidistant
grid is constructed at both sides of the interface. The coupling for the plane p is
expressed by
art,p = kk
[α/∆ϕ]
shift
ast,p , (3.26)
where [α/∆ϕ] represents an integer displacement between two grid lines and
 =
α
∆ϕ
− [ α
∆ϕ
] (3.27)
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∆ϕ
(1− )∆ϕ
(1− )∆ϕ
Figure 3.5: Example with equidistant grids at the rotor and stator sides of the inter-
face rotated into a non-matching conﬁguration.
is the fractional displacement between two adjacent grid lines (Fig. 3.5).
As an example, a small model with 4 equidistant grid lines (∆ϕ = 1 degree) and a
displacement α = 1.4 degree is considered. The shift operator for negative periodic
BCs is:
kshift =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (3.28)
and the interpolation operator reads:
k =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1−   0 0
0 1−   0
0 0 1−  
− 0 0 1− 
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (3.29)
where  = α
∆ϕ
− [ α
∆ϕ
] = 0.4. The resulted matrix kkshift is a Toeplitz matrix as
well. When the rotor is moved over an integer number of grid lines, the linear-
interpolation technique is equivalent to the locked-step approach. The cases of a
non-equidistant mesh and a 2D interpolation are explained in Chapter 4.
3.6 Trigonometric Interpolation
An improved interpolation was suggested in [39], [34], [43] and [44] in order to
overcome the numerical ripple which is caused by linear interpolation. The improved
method is trigonometric interpolation.
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The line-integrated magnetic vector potential distribution at the stator and rotor
surfaces at plane p are related to each other by the equation:
art,p = ktrig
ast,p , (3.30)
where k
trig
represents the trigonometric interpolation operator.
The operator k
trig
is deﬁned as an operation upon an arbitrary ﬁeld distribution ast,p
at the stator side resulting in a corresponding ﬁeld distribution art,p at the rotor
side, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 [43].
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Figure 3.6: Action of the trigonometric interpolation operator.
The key point is to transform the ﬁeld distribution in the air gap into its spatial
spectrum, where the rotation can be carried out in a more convenient and accurate
way. The algebraic form of k
trig
is:
k
trig
= WT2 F
−1RαFW1 , (3.31)
and the matrices W, F and Rα are explained in the following part.
At the sliding interface only the components of a in the z and in the azimuthal
direction are considered. The z-components az,st,p at the stator side perpendicular
to the plane at z = zp represent a periodic positive or negative ﬁeld distribution
in the azimuthal direction ϕ. When periodic negative, this distribution has to
be completed up to a periodic signal such that the fast Fourier transform (FFT )
algorithm can be applied. This is done by the W1 operator which shifts and reverses
the signal:
W1 =
[
I
−I
]
. (3.32)
Due to the convention that forward rotating air-gap waves are positive, the roles
of FFT and inverse FFT are interchanged: IFFT denotes now the fast Fourier
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transform, whereas FFT denotes the inverse fast Fourier transform. The periodic
signal is transferred from the real domain into the complex domain, into its harmonic
coeﬃcients cst,p by discrete Fourier transformation, denoted by F. The inverse
Fourier transformation is equal with:
Fλ,k = e
+jλ2πk
{
λ = −n
2
+ 1, · · · , n
2
k = 0, · · · , n− 1 , (3.33)
where n denotes the number of data points of the periodical ﬁeld distribution and
λ is the harmonic order.
A rotation in space corresponds to a multiplication in the spectral domain by unit
phasors. Hence, the harmonic coeﬃcients at the rotor side are
crt,p,λ = cst,p,λ e
−jλα . (3.34)
The multiplications with phases in the above equation only change the phase but
not the amplitudes (see Fig. 3.7).
The phasors are collected in a diagonal rotation matrix Rα, operator that models
the angular displacement between stator and rotor:
Rα,λ,λ = e
−jλα . (3.35)
The discrete Fourier transform, denoted by F−1 is applied to restore the signal at
the rotor side of the sliding surface. In case of a periodic negative machine model,
the resulting signal is restricted back to a periodic negative part by WH2 , which is:
WH2 =
[
I 0
]
. (3.36)
The transpose of the trigonometric interpolation operator (3.31) is:
kH
trig
= WH1 F
HRHα F
−HW2 . (3.37)
It can easily be observed that kH
trig
= k
trig
. To restore the symmetry, some adjust-
ments are made:
1. Instead of W1 and W2 operators that are converting the periodic negative signal
into an entire periodic signal and select back the half period respectively, a new
scaled operator W is deﬁned:
WH =
[
I√
2
− I√
2
]T
, (3.38)
which is orthogonal (WTW = I).
2. The Fourier coeﬃcients are normalized as:
FN =
√
n F−1 , (3.39)
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Figure 3.7: Procedure invoked by the trigonometric interpolation operator: takes
the original signal, converts it to a periodic signal a)− >b), extracts the Fourier
coeﬃcients c), applies the rotation d), calculates the inverse Fourier e), and reduces
it to a half of period f).
where F−1 are the discrete Fourier transform coeﬃcients. The scaled operator FN
is orthogonal: F−1N = F
H
N .
The resulted trigonometric operator can be written now as:
kH
trig
= WTF−1N RαFNW , (3.40)
which is a symmetric operator.
Since any real-valued ﬁeld vector ast,p will be mapped upon a real-valued vector
art,p,
k
trig
is a real-valued operator, even if by discrete Fourier transformation, complex-
valued coeﬃcients cst and crt appear as intermediate results.
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For boundary conditions incorporating fast Fourier transforms, the projected system
PHKP is not calculated explicitly since this would lead to an unacceptable dense
matrix. Instead, a projected Krylov formulation is used for solving the system.
3.7 Solving of the Equation System
The linear system of equations that has to be solved is (see Eq. (3.7)):
Ax = b . (3.41)
The system matrix A may be real, symmetric and positive deﬁnite up to complex,
non-hermitian and singular. In this thesis, sparse matrices are resulting from the
models discretised by the FIT. Complicated models yield large systems of equations
which may exhaust the memory of the computer or the available CPU time. A large
and sparse system is preferably solved by an iterative solver, which is in this case
more eﬃcient competitive than a direct solver.
The general class of stationary iterative methods obeys the iteration formula:
x(n+1) = Gx(n) + k . (3.42)
The method can be recovered by the splitting of the matrix A of the form A =
M − (M − A), where M should be easily invertible. Then, the stationary iterative
method equation (3.42) is deﬁned by:
Mx(n+1) = (M −A)x(n) + b , (3.43)
and G = I−M−1A whereas k = M−1b. Depending whether a linear relation between
x(n) and x(n+1) exist or not, the iterative solvers can be classiﬁed in two categories:
stationary and non-stationary methods [15].
The purpose of preconditioning is to improve the eigenvalue distribution of the
system matrix in the complex plane. The idea behind iterative methods is to replace
the given system by some nearby systems that can be more easily solved. Instead
of solving the Eq. (3.41), the system
M−1Ax = M−1b (3.44)
or the system
AM−1x0 = b, x = M−1x0 (3.45)
is solved. The above equations are called left and right preconditioned systems,
respectively. The diﬀerence is that in the case of a left preconditioner, the system
has the same solution as the original system, whereas for a right preconditioner, the
RHS remains unchanged [45]. If the preconditioner M can be constructed such that
M−1A or AM−1 approximates the identity, then the solution of the modiﬁed linear
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system (3.44) - (3.45) by a Krylov subspace method will be optimal. Examples
of basic stationary methods are: - Jacobi (JAC); - Gauss-Siedel (GS); - Succesive
Overrelaxation (SOR); - Symmetric Succesive Overrelaxation (SSOR).
The stationary methods are characterized by the matrices:
MJAC = D ; (3.46)
MGS = D + L ; (3.47)
MSOR =
1
ωSOR
(D + ωSOR L) ; (3.48)
MSSOR =
1
ωSOR(2− ωSOR) (D + ωSOR L)D
−1(D + ωSOR U) ; (3.49)
where D is the diagonal, L is the strict lower triangular matrix, U is the strict upper
triangular matrix and ωSOR is the overrelaxation factor. If ωSOR = 1 in Eq. (3.48),
than it is obtained the GS method [46], [47], [48].
The methods JAC, GS and SSOR reduce only the high frequency error components
and hence smooth the error (e(i) = x − x(i)) for which they are called ’smoothers’
[49], [50].
Examples of non-stationary iterative methods are the Krylov subspace method, e.g.,
- Conjugate Gradient (CG); - Minimum Norm Residual (MINRES); - Bi - Conju-
gate Gradient (BiCG); - Quasi Minimum Residual (QMR); - Generalized Minimal
Residual (GMRES). The convergence behavior of Krylov subspace methods strongly
depends on the spectrum of the system matrix A [15]. Therefore, appropriate pre-
condition methods reducing the size of the spectrum, improve the convergence of
Krylov subspace solvers.
The conjugate gradient method and related procedures iterate towards the exact
solution. SSOR -preconditioning improves the spectrum of the linear system and
in many cases leads to a remarkable reduction of the required number of iterations.
Both methods are used in this thesis, but because the solving time for unprecondi-
tioned CG is rather big, the SSOR method is used as preconditioner.
Coeﬃcient Matrix
Sophisticated boundary or interface conditions destroy the sparsity and the structure
of the system matrices which occur when structured grids are applied. Applying the
boundary conditions by projection avoids the destruction of the matrix structure
itself.
The decoupled rotor and stator systems are:[
Kst 0
0 Krt
] [
ast
art
]
=
[
fst
frt
]
, (3.50)
where the matrices K from the individual submodels are: Kst = C˜stMν,stCst and
Krt = C˜rtMν,rtCrt.
The sparsity pattern of the block diagonal matrix (3.50) is presented in Fig. 3.8 -
a).
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Figure 3.8: Block structure of the coupling coeﬃcient matrix a) before projection and
b) after projection.
3.8 PMSM Example
The rotating machine that is simulated in this chapter is a 3D FIT model using a
circular mesh. Two independent meshes are applied to the stator and rotor model
parts in the simulation. One mesh discretises the stator with the magnetic iron and
the stator winding whereas the second mesh discretises the rotor magnetic circuit
and the surface (split) magnets (Fig. 3.9). Both meshes are orthogonal with respect
to a circular coordinate system (r, ϕ, z).
stator
r
φ
z
rotor
upper slot part
lower slot part
magnet
air − gap
Figure 3.9: 6 poles permanent-magnet synchronous machine model with a circular
tensor grid.
A succession of magnetostatic simulations are carried out in order to calculate the
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machine’s electromotive force and torque for diﬀerent relative position of the rotor
with respect to the stator.
The coil ends are not simulated here in order to reduce the calculation eﬀort. Flux
wall BCs (Dirichlet BC) are used for the motor ends. This ensures, due to the
symmetry in the z-direction, that the magnetic ﬂux is parallel with the cross-section.
It is therefore expected that the magnetic ﬂux density and ﬁeld strength have only r
and ϕ components, whereas the z component is zero. The magnetic vector potential
has only a nonzero z component. The cross-section of the electrical machine with all
the dimensions is presented in Fig. 3.10. The length in the z-direction is 100 mm.
Figure 3.10: 2D cross-section of a 6-pole permanent magnet synchronous machine
with a displayed rotor (lengths in mm).
The air gap δ is constant along the circumference of the machine. Considering dsi
the stator inner diameter in the air-gap, for any number of pole pairs p, the pole
pitch is:
τp =
dsiπ
2p
. (3.51)
The coils are supplied with an alternating current i that is changing sinusoidally
with time:
i(t) = Iˆ cos(ωt) , (3.52)
where Iˆ is the amplitude of the current, f is the frequency and ω = 2πf is the
angular frequency. The ﬁeld generated by one coil maintains its spatial distribution,
but alternates in time, creating therefore an alternating ﬁeld:
Bδ(x, t) = Bδ(x) cos(ωt) , (3.53)
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Figure 3.11: Stator slots (lengths in mm).
where x is the angle of position.
A rotating ﬁeld can be obtained when other spatially distributed coils are fed with
alternating currents with diﬀerent phase angles. For a three-phased system, the
currents are dephased with an angle of 2π
3
, and the spatial phase angle of the windings
is 2π
3p
. The three currents are represented by phasors in the rotor coordinate frame.
The rotor frame has a direct and a quadrature direction aligned with the pole center
and at the center between poles respectively. The current phasor can be decomposed
into the direct and quadrature current by a projection on the respective axes.
The direct current is Id = −0.6207 A, whereas the quadratic current is Iq =
−2.1246 A. The load angle is ϕ = arctan(Id, Iq) = −1.85503. The winding has
N = 12 turns, and the total current is:
I =
√
(I2d + I
2
q )
√
2 = 3.13023 A . (3.54)
If the spatially distributed windings of the phases R, S, T are supplied with alter-
Figure 3.12: Permanent magnets at the rotor surface (lengths in mm).
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a)
b)
r
z
φ
Figure 3.13: a) 3D magnetic ﬂux in the PMSM when the rotor is rotated over 20
degrees for a matching grid and b) 2D view of the magnetic ﬂux for a rotor rotation
over 15.3 degrees, for a non-matching grid at the interface.
nating ampere turns with diﬀerent phase angles:
θR(t) = N I cos(ωt+ ϕ) ; (3.55)
θS(t) = N I cos(ωt+ ϕ + 2π/3) ; (3.56)
θT (t) = N I cos(ωt+ ϕ + 4π/3) ; (3.57)
a rotating ﬁeld is generated.
As technical material data, the coils from the stator slots are made from copper with
the relative permeability µr = 1 and the conductivity σ = 5.77e7 S/m. The shaft
is made from stainless steel, with the relative permeability µr = 1, and the stator’s
steel is considered a linear material, with µr = 500.
The rotor generates a magnetic ﬁeld due to the excitation of the inset permanent
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Figure 3.14: 2D model of the PMSM discretised in FIT (capture from MAFIA Soft-
ware).
magnets. The magnetic remanence of the magnets is Br = 0.94 T . The magnets
cause a radial magnetisation of the rotor. The material properties of the permanent
magnet are: relative permeability µr = 1.05, electrical conductivity κ = 6.667e3
S/m and the thermal conductivity λthermal = 45.0 W/mK. The rotor rotates syn-
chronously with the stator rotating ﬁeld (slip s = 0) due to the interaction of the
stator ﬁeld with the rotor magnetic ﬁeld.
The models are created in the commercial software MAFIA [31]. The coupling
and the solving of the system of equations is performed with a self written code
in Matlab, the resulted values being afterwards exported again in the commercial
software MAFIA in order to visualize the ﬁelds. The computed magnetic ﬂux density
resulted for the rotor rotated over 20 degrees is plotted in the commercial package
MAFIA and is presented in Fig. 3.13.
In order to compare the three interpolations techniques, the computed tangential
component of the magnetic vector potential is evaluated at the interface, in the air
gap. Because the locked-step approach is a particular case of the linear interpolation
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Figure 3.15: Tangential component of the magnetic vector potential At at two con-
tours in the air gap for a stator-rotor coupling by linear interpolation with a) α = 8◦
and b) α = 8.5◦.
in case of a matching grid, this case will not be included in the comparison. The
machine model is discretised and is computed for two cases: in the case of a matching
grid (rotor is displaced in steps of α = 8◦) and when the rotor is displaced with a
half of the distance between two adjacent grid lines (α = 8.5◦) (see Fig. 3.14).
As it can be seen from both ﬁgures (Fig. 3.15 and 3.16), both the linear and the
trigonometric interpolation techniques give an accurate solution for the z component
of the magnetic vector potential at the coupling interface, both in the case of a
matching grid and of a non-matching grid.
Torque
In order to evaluate the torque, the ﬂux linkage and the electromotive force, sev-
eral diﬀerent rotor positions relative to the stator have to be considered. Several
electromagnetic force computation methods are in use, such as the Maxwell stress
tensor technique, the virtual work approach and in the case of a non-permeable
rotor, Lorentz force. The ﬁst method is applied here. The Maxwell stress tensor
approach necessitates the computation of the forces acting on a contour C. The
local values of the normal and tangential components of the magnetic ﬂux density
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Figure 3.16: Tangential component of the magnetic vector potential At at two con-
tours in the air gap for a stator-rotor coupling by trigonometric interpolation with
a) α = 8◦ and b) α = 8.5◦.
B are:
Fn =
lz
2µ0
∫
C
(B2n − B2t ) ds ; (3.58)
Ft =
lz
µ0
∫
C
BnBt ds . (3.59)
with lz the length of the machine.
The torque [51] is evaluated by:
T = R Ft = lzR
2
∫ 2π
0
Br(R,ϕ)Hϕ(R,ϕ) dϕ , (3.60)
where R is the radius of the reference circle at which the torque is calculated, Br the
radial component of the magnetic ﬂux density and Hϕ the azimuthal component of
the magnetic ﬁeld intensity, both evaluated at the reference circle.
For the calculation of the torque, an analytical model for a hollow cylinder in the air
gap is considered. The r and ϕ components of the magnetic ﬂux density in terms
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Figure 3.17: Torque T with respect to load angle α, computed with the locked-step
approach.
of z-component of the magnetic vector potential (MVP) Az in the air gap are:
Br =
1
r
∂Az
dϕ
; (3.61)
Bϕ = −∂Az
dϕ
. (3.62)
The MVP in the air gap Az(r, ϕ) is decomposed in harmonic waves:
Az(r, ϕ) =
∑
ω
∑
λ
Az,ω,λ(r) e
j(ωt−λϕ) , (3.63)
where: ω = 2π
Tp
k is the angular frequency, Tp is the temporal period, the term Az,ω,λ
is a phasor dependent on r and λ is the spatial harmonic number.
The analytical solution for the MVP in a ring-shaped domain is expressed by:
Az(r, ϕ) =
∑
λ
(α rλ + β r−λ)e−jλϕ , (3.64)
where the negative sign from the exponent of e−jλϕ is used in order to have a counter-
clockwise rotating ﬁeld component.
Evaluating the previous equation at two boundaries in the air-gap yields:
Az,ω,λ(r) = αω,λ (
r
rref
)λ + β
ω,λ
(
r
rref
)−λ ; (3.65)
Az,ω,0(r) = αω,0 + βω,0 ln(
r
rref
) , (3.66)
where rref is a certain reference radius in the air gap, αω,λ and βω,λ are Fourier
coeﬃcients. Those solutions are then introduced in Eq. (3.61) and (3.62), leading
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to:
Br(r, ϕ, t) =
∑
ω
∑
λ
−jλ
r
Az,ω,λ(r) e
j(ωt−λϕ) ; (3.67)
Bϕ(r, ϕ, t) =
∑
ω
∑
λ
− ∂Az,ω,λ(r)
∂r
ej(ωt−λϕ) . (3.68)
Integrating the expression over a circular contour in the air gap and averaging it
over a period in time, the expression for the torque becomes
T = lzR
2 1
Tp
∫ Tp
0
dt
∫ 2π
0
dϕ
∑
ω1
∑
λ1
∑
ω2
∑
λ2
Br,ω1,λ1Hϕ,ω2,λ2 e
j(ω1t−λ1ϕ)ej(ω2t−λ2ϕ)(3.69)
which can be simpliﬁed into:
T =
∑
ω
∑
p
lzR
22π Br,ω,λHϕ,−ω,−λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tω,λ
, (3.70)
where each term Tω,λ in the sum is the torque contribution due to the wave with
pulsation ω and pole pair number λ.
Special cases are taken into account when solving Eq. (3.70):
Case 1 : when λ = 0:
Br,ω,0 = 0
Bϕ,ω,0 =
β
ω,0
rref
}
⇒ Tω,0 = 0 . (3.71)
This is the case of a homopolar ﬂux which does not contribute to the torque.
Case 2 : when λ = 0: The magnetic ﬂux density has the normal and tangential
components expressed by:
Br,ω,λ = −jλ
r
αω,λ (
r
rref
)λ − jλ
r
β
ω,λ
(
r
rref
)−λ ; (3.72)
Bϕ,ω,λ = − λ
rref
αω,λ (
r
rref
)λ−1 +
λ
rref
β
ω,λ
(
r
rref
)−λ−1 . (3.73)
We choose the reference radius, e.g. rref = R and we evaluate the product at r = R:
Br,ω,λHϕ,−ω,−λ =
1
µ0
−jλ
R
(αω,λ + βω,λ) (
λ
R
α−ω,−λ −
λ
R
β−ω,−λ) . (3.74)
Because Az(r, ϕ, t) is a real-valued function, the phasors Az,ω,λ and Az,−ω,−λ are
complex conjugate, i.e., Az,−ω,−λ = A
∗
z,ω,λ. Hence, Eq. (3.74) becomes
Br,ω,λHϕ,−ω,−λ =
1
µ0
−jλ2
R2
(αω,λ + βω,λ) (α
∗
ω,p − β∗ω,λ) . (3.75)
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Ω1 Ω2
Figure 3.18: 2D cross-section of a 6-pole permanent magnet synchronous machine.
The surfaces Ω1 and Ω2 used for the calculation of the ﬂux linkage.
The treatment of the other term (Br,−ω,−λHϕ,ω,λ) is similar. Hence, after the sum-
mation (Eq. (3.70)) the contribution from the waves (ω, λ) and (−ω,−λ) to the
torque for the double-sided spectra is
T(ω,λ),(−ω,−λ) =
1
µ0
lz2πλ
2 4 Im (α∗ω,λ βω,λ) . (3.76)
Flux Linkage
The ﬂux linkage is deﬁned by the product:
Ψ = Nt φ , (3.77)
where Nt is the total number of turns of the winding and φ is the ﬂux of the coil,
expressed by:
φ =
∫
A
B · dA , (3.78)
where A is the area of the coil.
Taking into account that B can be written in terms of magnetic vector potential
(B = ∇×A), the ﬂux can be determined from the vector potential integrated along
the length of the winding dl [52]:
φ =
∮
∂A
A · dl . (3.79)
Due to the fact that the model is uniform in the z-direction, the integration can be
done as for a 2D model and the Eq. (3.79) is splitted in two parts. The signs ′+′
and ′−′ indicate the coil direction. For example, for phase R, S1 and S2 denote the
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Figure 3.19: Magnetic ﬂux linkage ψ versus rotor position α for all 3-phases.
areas of Ω1 and Ω2, whereas Ω1 and Ω2 are the coil cross-section (Fig. 3.18). The
ﬂux is:
φ =
1
S1
∫
Ω1
Az dΩ− 1
S2
∫
Ω2
Az dΩ . (3.80)
Transforming the previous equation in FIT, the equation written for each conductor
(p) of the winding reads:
Ψ(p) =
∑
i,j
∑
k
a
(p)
z,i,j,k · A˜i,j∑
i,j A˜i,j
Nt . (3.81)
By summing these linked ﬂuxes according to the winding scheme of the machine,
any winding conﬁguration can easily be taken into account.
A Fourier series can be constructed from the obtained linked ﬂuxes Ψ(t) using a
discrete Fourier transformation:
Ψ(t) = Nt φ(t) =
Nλ∑
λ=1
(αλ cos(λωsynt)− βλ sin(λωsynt)) , (3.82)
where λ is the harmonic number, αλ and βλ are the Fourier coeﬃcients and ωsyn is
the synchronous pulsation.
Induced Voltage
The induced voltage is determined by computing the ﬂux linkage (see Fig. 3.20)
and diﬀerentiating with respect to time:
e(t) = − d
dt
Ψ(t) = − d
dt
Nλ∑
λ=1
(αλ cos(λ ωsynt)− βλ sin(λ ωsynt))
=
Nλ∑
λ=1
(αλλ ωsyn sin(λ ωsynt) + βλλ ωsyn cos(λ ωsynt)) . (3.83)
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Figure 3.20: Electromotive force E versus rotor position α for all 3-phases.
Analytical Model and Convergence Study
In order to validate the numerical model, a comparison to an analytical model is
carried out. On the top of the model (rout) a certain value of the magnetic ﬂux
density

br was applied, whereas on the lower part of the model (rin) the ﬂux is 0
(Fig. 3.21).
r
φ
z
rin rout
periodic negative BC
periodic negative BC
az(rin, ϕ, z) = 0
az(rout, ϕ, z) = Aout sin(pϕ)
az
aϕ

br
ϕm
Figure 3.21: Analytical model of a rotating machine.
The values of the components of MVP and ﬂux density for the boundaries are:
az(rout, ϕ, z) = Aout sin(pϕ) ; (3.84)
aϕ(rout, ϕ, z) = 0 ; (3.85)
az(rin, ϕ, z) = 0 ; (3.86)
aϕ(rin, ϕ, z) = 0 ; (3.87)
az(r, ϕmin, z) = −az(r, ϕmax, z) ; (3.88)
ar(r, ϕmin, z) = −ar(r, ϕmax, z); (3.89)
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where p is the pole pair number. The vector

br represent the radial component of
the magnetic ﬂux density (equal with Eq. (3.61)).
The analytic rotor model consist of an inﬁnitely long hollow cylinder with a homo-
geneous reluctivity ν, without current excitation and without permanent magnets,
with rout the outer and rin the inner radius of the model. The model is excited by
a static sinusoidal air-gap ﬁeld with the pole pair number p. At the inner border
exists a null potential and at the outer border the potential’s amplitude is Aout.
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Figure 3.22: Magnetic vector potential A for an analytical stator and rotor model
with periodic negative boundary conditions.
After solving the model, the magnetic vector potential calculated in the z-direction
is computed from the degrees of freedom az by Az =
az/lz (Fig. 3.22).
Then, the curl-curl equation
∇× (ν ∇×Az) = 0 (3.90)
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simpliﬁes to
− 1
r
∂
∂r
(rν
∂Az
∂r
)− 1
r
∂
∂ϕ
(
ν
r
∂Az
∂ϕ
) = 0 . (3.91)
That can be solved by the separation of variables:
Az = R(r) sin(pϕ) , (3.92)
leading to:
R(r) = α (
r
rin
)p + β (
r
rin
)−p ; (3.93)
where α and β are Fourier coeﬃcients.
The value of the magnetic vector potential within the analytical model is:
Az(r, ϕ) = (α (
r
rin
)p + β (
r
rin
)−p) sin(pϕ) . (3.94)
The introduction of the BCs leads to:
Az(rin, ϕ) = 0 ⇒ (α (rin
rin
)p + β (
rin
rin
)−p) sin(pϕ) = 0
⇒ α + β = 0 ; (3.95)
Az(rout, ϕ) = Aout sin(pϕ) ⇒ (α (rout
rin
)p + β (
rout
rin
)−p) sin(pϕ) = Aout sin(pϕ)
⇒ αξp + βξ−p = Aout ; (3.96)
where ξ = rout/rin is a form factor of the considered domain.
The Fourier coeﬃcients can be extracted from the previous equation:
β = −α and α = Aout
ξp − ξ−p . (3.97)
In the case of a rotation of the rotor with an angle αr, the Eq. (3.94) becomes:
Az(r, ϕ
′) = (α (
r
rin
)p + β (
r
rin
)−p) sin(p ϕ′ + p αr) . (3.98)
The convergence study (Fig. 3.23) reveals the error between the DOFs aFIT com-
puted by the FIT model and the DOFs aanalytic computed by the analytical one,
calculated for diﬀerent resolutions of the grid, for all three interpolations methods:
 =
‖aFIT − aanalytic‖2
‖aanalytic‖2 . (3.99)
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Figure 3.23: Convergence study for locked-step, linear and trigonometric interpola-
tion.
interpolation technique convergence order
locked-step 2
linear 2
trigonometric 2
Table 3.2: Convergence order of the interpolation techniques.
Permanent Magnet Clutch
As a second example, a permanent magnet coupling as applied in a magnetic gear
box (clutch) is simulated (Fig. 3.24 a) [71]. The device allows a magnetic coupling
which is less liable to wear and tear than its mechanical counterpart. Such example
devices are very common in automobiles and airplanes [53].
The magnetization of the permanent magnets both on the outer and the inner part
are oriented in the r-direction and have a value of 0.94 T. Both electromagnetic and
FIT analysis are used to compute the electromagnetic ﬁelds, as well the transmitted
torque in the 3D device (Fig. 3.25). The resulting magnetic ﬂux vector plot for a
matching grid, rotated counter-clockwise over 10 degrees is presented in Fig. 3.24 b).
The results of the air-gap ﬁeld computed with linear and trigonometric interpolation
is shown in Fig. 3.26 - 1) and 2) respectively, in the case of matching grid for a) and
displaced between grid lines for b). The rotation is for 9 and 9.5 degrees respectively.
The rotated MVPs z-component at the coupling coupling surface for the two rotation
angle for linear and trigonometric interpolation are shown in Fig. 3.26.
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Figure 3.24: a) Permanent magnet coupling (clutch) and b) resulting magnetic ﬂux
with the rotor rotated over 10 degrees.
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Figure 3.25: Magnetic gear with magnet on inner and outer part - Torque T with
respect to the load angle α, computed with the locked-step approach.
The results show that the error for matching grid is for both interpolations in the
region of rounding error (10−20). For non-matching grid, the approach with trigono-
metric interpolation has lower error (about 10−20) compared with the technique with
linear interpolation (10−7) (Fig. 3.27).
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Figure 3.26: z component of the magnetic vector potential Az at the interface; the
rotor is rotated over (a) α = 9 degrees and (b) α = 9.5 degrees; rotor-stator coupling
carried out by 1) linear interpolation and 2) trigonometric interpolation.
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Figure 3.27: Relative error of the harmonic amplitudes from Fig. 3.26, of linear
interpolation and trigonometric interpolation.
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